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ABSTRACT
As high-resolution numerical weather prediction models are now commonplace, ‘‘neighborhood’’ verification
metrics are regularly employed to evaluate forecast quality. These neighborhood approaches relax the requirement that perfect forecasts must match observations at the grid scale, contrasting traditional point-by-point
verification methods. One recently proposed metric, the neighborhood equitable threat score, is calculated from
2 3 2 contingency tables that are populated within a neighborhood framework. However, the literature suggests
three subtly different methods of populating neighborhood-based contingency tables. Thus, this work compares
and contrasts these three variants and shows they yield statistically significantly different conclusions regarding
forecast performance, illustrating that neighborhood-based contingency tables should be constructed carefully
and transparently. Furthermore, this paper shows how two of the methods use inconsistent event definitions and
suggests a ‘‘neighborhood maximum’’ approach be used to fill neighborhood-based contingency tables.

1. Introduction
The equitable threat score (ETS; Schaefer 1990), also
called the Gilbert skill score, measures agreement between
forecast and observed events (e.g., nonzero precipitation
at a grid point) via a 2 3 2 contingency table (Table 1).
Traditionally, the ith of N grid points within corresponding
forecast Fi and observed Oi fields is placed into quadrant
a of Table 1 and called a ‘‘hit’’ if both forecast and observed events occur at i; b if an event is forecast, but unobserved, at i (‘‘false alarm’’); c if an observed event occurs
but is not forecast at i (‘‘missed event’’); and d if both
forecast and observed nonevents occur at i (‘‘correct
negative’’). Using Table 1, the ETS is defined as
a 2 arand
,
ETS 5
a 1 b 1 c 2 arand

(1)

where
arand 5

(a 1 b)(a 1 c)
a1b1c1d

(2)

a
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and interpreted as the proportion of correctly predicted observed events adjusted for hits due to random
chance. Other scores are also obtained from Table 1
(e.g., Wilks 2006), including the bias B, the probability
of detection (POD), and the false alarm ratio (FAR),
expressed as
a1b
,
a1c
a
POD 5
,
a1c
B5

(3)
(4)

and
FAR 5

b
.
a1b

(5)

PODs, biases, and ETSs of 1 are optimal, while perfect
FARs are 0.
When Table 1 is populated by evaluating the agreement
of forecast and observed events on a point-by-point basis,
scores derived from Table 1 are considered point-by-point
metrics, where perfect scores are only achievable if forecasts
and observations match at each grid point. However, as
numerical weather prediction models are configured with
progressively higher resolution, objective verification metrics requiring grid-scale accuracy, such as the traditional
ETS, have not always supported subjective impressions favoring high-resolution models over coarser-resolution
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TABLE 1. Standard 2 3 2 contingency table for
dichotomous events.
Observed event

Forecast event

Yes
No

Yes

No

a
c
a1c

b
d
b1d

a1b
c1d

2. Three neighborhood-based methods of
populating contingency tables
All three neighborhood-based contingency table definitions relax the traditional requirement that forecasts

and observations must match at the grid scale for a hit to
occur by selecting a radius of influence (r)1 that defines a
neighborhood about the ith point and is interpreted both
as the spatial scale over which errors are tolerated and the
spatial scale of event occurrence. For example, using a
neighborhood approach, a possible event is measurable
observed precipitation within r kilometers of i, while
point-based verification implies the spatial scale of events
is the horizontal grid length (i.e., measurable observed
precipitation at i).
However, the three variations have slightly different
event definitions and consequently differ regarding how
neighborhoods are searched, leading to different rules
for populating Table 1. Letting q denote an event
threshold and Si the unique set of points within r kilometers of i (Si includes i), MS15’s, C10’s, and NM definitions for filling Table 1 are summarized in Table 2 and
now described.

a. C10’s definitions
C10 employed a neighborhood approach to broaden
definitions of hits, false alarms, and misses. Quoting C10,
who used circular geometry with radius r to define
neighborhoods:
If an event is observed at a grid point, this grid point is a
hit if the event is forecast at the grid point or at any grid
point within a circular radius r of this observed event.
Similarly, if an event is forecast at a grid point, the grid
point is a hit if an event is observed at the grid point or at
any grid point within r of this forecast event. A miss is
assigned when an event is observed at a grid point and
none of the grid points within r forecast the event, and
false alarms are assigned when an event is forecast at a grid
point and not observed within r of the forecast. Correct
negatives are assigned in the same way as for the traditional ETS computation (i.e., an event is neither forecast
nor observed at a single grid point).

These criteria mean event occurrence directly at the ith
point determines how i is classified. For example, a hit can
only occur at i if either a forecast or observed event occurs
at i. Furthermore, C10’s method defines forecast and observed events over inconsistent spatial scales both within
individual quadrants of and across Table 1; sometimes,
events are defined at the grid scale (e.g., Fi $ q) but at
other times over spatial scales larger than the grid length
[i.e., neighborhoods (Si) are queried].
1
The term ‘‘radius of influence’’ implies circular neighborhoods
about the ith point, where r is the radius of the circle, and, herein,
circular geometry is used. While neighborhoods can also be implemented using square geometry, where the neighborhood is an
N 3 N square centered on the ith point, the following results and
analyses are insensitive to neighborhood geometry.
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models (e.g., Mass et al. 2002; Done et al. 2004;
Weisman et al. 2008). Thus, in an attempt to objectively corroborate these subjective assessments, various ‘‘neighborhood approaches’’ (e.g., Ebert 2008)
have been proposed that recognize it is unrealistic to
expect high-resolution models to possess grid-scale
accuracy and do not require ‘‘perfect’’ forecasts to
match observations at the grid scale.
One neighborhood-based metric was developed by
Clark et al. (2010, hereafter C10), who modified definitions of hits, misses, and false alarms to account for
neighborhoods around each grid point. C10 then
computed a ‘‘neighborhood ETS’’ (ETSneigh) with
neighborhood-based contingency tables and showed
that while traditional point-based ETSs did not objectively indicate 4-km precipitation forecasts were
better than corresponding 12-km forecasts, ETSneigh
revealed distinct 4-km advantages, matching subjective
evaluations. Several studies adopted C10’s methodologies to compute neighborhood-based contingency table
metrics, primarily for precipitation forecasts (e.g.,
Schumacher et al. 2013; Dahl and Xue 2016; Ma and
Bao 2016; Squitieri and Gallus 2016; Pytharoulis et al.
2016), but also for predictions of lightning (Fierro et al.
2015; Lynn et al. 2015) and drylines (Clark et al. 2015).
Furthermore, McMillen and Steenburgh (2015, hereafter
MS15) employed an ETSneigh version resembling C10’s but
with slightly different definitions to populate Table 1. Additionally, Table 1 can be filled using a third set of criteria
based on a ‘‘neighborhood maximum’’ (NM) approach
(e.g., Sobash et al. 2011; Ben Bouallègue and Theis 2014;
Barthold et al. 2015). Although the philosophies behind
C10’s, MS15’s, and NM criteria are similar, their subtle
differences (section 2) yield varying conclusions regarding
forecast quality within the context of numerical weather
prediction model evaluation (section 3), demonstrating
that neighborhood-based contingency tables should be
carefully filled and interpreted.
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Fk , q for all k 2 Si
Ok , q for all k 2 Si
Fk , q for all k 2 Si
Ok $ q for some k 2 Si

Fi $ q
Ok $ q for some k 2 Si

Fk $ q for some k 2 Si
Ok $ q for some k 2 Si

MS15’s definitions
Forecast condition
Observation condition

NM definitions
Forecast condition
Observation condition

Fk $ q for some k 2 Si
Ok , q for all k 2 Si

Fi , q
Ok , q for all k 2 Si
Fi , q
Ok $ q for some k 2 Si

Criteria 2

Fk $ q for some k 2 Si
Oi $ q

Criteria 1

Fi $ q
Ok $ q for some k 2 Si
Forecast condition
Observation condition

Fi $ q
Ok , q for all k 2 Si

Fi , q
Oi , q
Fk , q for all k 2 Si
Oi $ q
Fi $ q
Ok , q for all k 2 Si

Fi , q
Oi , q
Fi , q
Oi $ q
Fi $ q
Oi , q

b (false alarm)

C10’s definitions

Point-based definitions
Forecast condition
Observation condition

Fi $ q
Oi $ q

a (hit)

Quadrant of Table 1

c (missed event)

d (correct negative)
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b. MS15’s definitions
Whereas C10 employed neighborhoods for both forecasts and observations, MS15 only considered neighborhoods for observations. Quoting MS15:
If the precipitation at the [forecast] grid point is at or
above a given threshold, a hit is recorded if the [observed] precipitation at any grid point in the [neighborhood] is at or above the threshold. A false alarm is
recorded if there is no [observed] precipitation at or
above the threshold. If the precipitation at the [forecast] grid point is below a given threshold, a correct
negative is recorded if there are no grid points in the
[neighborhood] with [observed] precipitation at or
above the threshold, but a miss is recorded if the [observed] precipitation at any grid point in the [neighborhood] is at or above the threshold.

Therefore, like C10, MS15 classified the ith point
based on event occurrence directly at i and defined
forecast and observed events over disparate spatial
scales: observed events were defined over scales
larger than the grid scale but forecast events were
defined at the grid scale.

c. NM definitions
Table 1 can also be populated using an NM approach
(e.g., Sobash et al. 2011; Ben Bouallègue and Theis 2014;
Barthold et al. 2015), in which event occurrence at i is redefined based on whether the maximum value within the
neighborhood of i satisfies event criteria. Alternatively, the
NM method is implemented by determining whether an
event occurs anywhere within the neighborhood of i: hits
are recorded if both forecast and observed events occur
anywhere in the neighborhood, false alarms are recorded
if a forecast event occurs anywhere in the neighborhood
but no observed events occur within the neighborhood,
missed events are recorded when no forecast events occur
within the neighborhood but an observed event occurs
somewhere within the neighborhood, and correct negatives
are recorded when neither observed nor forecast events
occur within the neighborhood (Table 2).
Contrasting both C10’s and MS15’s methods, NM
definitions consistently define both forecast and observed events over spatial scales larger than the grid
length and always query forecast and observed neighborhoods to classify the ith point; i can be placed into
any quadrant of Table 1 even if both forecast and observed events do not occur at i. Further, whereas MS15’s
and C10’s definitions are more complicated to interpret
because they define events over inconsistent spatial
scales, the scale consistency of the NM definitions
yields a straightforward interpretation of what the NM
approach measures: correspondence of forecast and
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TABLE 2. Criteria for filling Table 1’s quadrants for the ith grid point. As noted in the text, Si denotes the unique set of grid points within the neighborhood of i, q represents
a precipitation accumulation event threshold, and Fi and Oi represent the forecasts and observations at i, respectively. Although this paper applies these definitions within the context of
precipitation forecasts, the definitions can be used for any dichotomous situation, and q can either be an absolute threshold (e.g., 1.0 mm h21) or a percentile threshold (e.g., the 90th
percentile).
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observed events within a neighborhood about each
grid point.

d. Synthesis
1) COMPARING C10’S AND MS15’S DEFINITIONS

2) COMPARING NM DEFINITIONS TO C10’S AND
MS15’S
Unlike C10’s and MS15’s definitions, NM criteria are
unconcerned with values directly at i and occurrence
of observed and forecast events is always determined
by querying neighborhoods. Accordingly, NM criteria
produce the most hits and fewest correct negatives. Regarding false alarms, the three variants have identical observation criterion (Table 2) but forecast events most easily
occur under the NM definition, which therefore yields the
most false alarms. Finally, for missed events, relative to
C10, the NM method has an identical forecast condition
but a more easily satisfied observation criterion, and, thus,
more misses. Using similar reasoning, NM and MS15’s
definitions have identical observation requirements for
misses, but MS15’s forecast condition is more easily satisfied, so the NM approach produces fewer missed events
than MS15’s method.

3) SUMMARY
Letting ax, bx, cx, and dx denote the respective numbers of elements in Table 1’s quadrants, where subscript
x represents a particular variant used to populate Table
1 (C10, MS15, or NM), the relationship between the
methods is
aMS15 # aC10 # aNM ,

(6)

bMS15 5 bC10 # bNM ,

(7)

cC10 # cNM # cMS15 ,
dNM # dMS15 # dC10 .

and

(8)
(9)

As more hits and correct negatives (false alarms and
misses) indicate better (poorer) forecasts, compared to

C10’s definitions, the NM criteria are advantaged by
producing the most hits but disadvantaged otherwise.
Furthermore, relative to C10’s approach, MS15’s penalizes forecasts by yielding fewer hits and correct
negatives and more misses. Figure 1 illustrates how the
three methods classify points for a hypothetical case
with circular neighborhoods; differences comply with
Eqs. (6)–(9).
Moreover, considering Table 2, as r increases, ‘‘for
all’’ (‘‘for some’’) conditions become harder (easier)
to satisfy. Therefore, aside from NM misses and false
alarms, which possess both for some and for all conditions, Table 2 provides information about how
contingency table elements change as r increases
(Table 3). The most important difference is with
regard to missed events, which decrease under
C10’s definition but increase under MS15’s as neighborhoods expand.

3. Application of the three methods
a. Forecast model and methodology
Forecasts from a single member of NCAR’s experimental, real-time, 10-member ensemble (Schwartz
et al. 2015) initialized daily at 0000 UTC between
7 April and 31 December 2015 (269 forecasts) were
used to illustrate differences between the three
methods of populating neighborhood-based contingency tables. As described in Schwartz et al. (2015),
the forecasts had 3-km horizontal grid spacing, spanned the conterminous United States (CONUS), were
produced with version 3.6.1 of the WRF-ARW model
(Skamarock et al. 2008), were initialized by downscaling 15-km ensemble adjustment Kalman filter
(Anderson 2001, 2003) analyses onto the 3-km computational domain, and used lateral boundary conditions from NCEP’s Global Forecast System.
Hourly accumulated precipitation forecasts were verified against corresponding NCEP stage IV (ST4) observations (Lin and Mitchell 2005) over a domain spanning
most of the central CONUS. For comparison with ST4
data, precipitation forecasts were interpolated to the ST4
grid (;4.763-km horizontal grid spacing) using a budget
interpolation method (Accadia et al. 2003). Contingency
table elements were summed over all 269 forecasts to
produce aggregate statistics, and circular neighborhoods
(e.g., Fig. 1a) were used.
As bias impacts contingency table scores (e.g.,
Baldwin and Kain 2006), precipitation forecasts were
bias corrected with a probability-matching approach
(Ebert 2001) described by C10. Statistical significance
was assessed with a bootstrap resampling technique
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C10’s definitions produce more hits than MS15’s,
as the former has two criteria for hits and the latter
just one (Table 2). Additionally, C10’s method yields
more correct negatives than MS15’s because MS15
required observed nonevents everywhere within
neighborhoods, which occurs less frequently than
requiring an observed nonevent at just one point, as
in C10. Regarding missed events, as MS15’s forecast
and observation conditions are easier to satisfy than
C10’s, relative to C10’s approach, MS15’s produces
more missed events.
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FIG. 1. Hypothetical (a) forecast and corresponding observations, where forecast (observed) events
have occurred in hatched (filled) grid boxes, and contingency table (Table 1) classifications of the grid
boxes based on (a) using (b) traditional point-by-point definitions and (c) C10’s, (d) MS15’s, and (e) NM
definitions that leverage a neighborhood approach. For (c)–(e) the neighborhood is a circle with radius
1.5 times the horizontal grid spacing centered on each grid point, as illustrated in (a), where the dashed
red circle denotes the neighborhood about the central grid point and grid boxes within the circular
neighborhood are denoted with black plus signs (1). Note that classification of grid points in the outer
rings of (c)–(e) was not possible, since the circular neighborhoods fall outside the grid.
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TABLE 3. Expected variation of contingency table elements as the radius of influence (r) increases.
Quadrant of Table 1
a (hit)
C10’s definitions
MS15’s definitions
NM definitions

Increase
Increase
Increase

b (false alarm)

c (missed event)

d (correct negative)

Decrease
Decrease
Unclear

Decrease
Increase
Unclear

Constant
Decrease
Decrease

(Hamill 1999) using 1000 resamples to compute
bounds of 95% confidence intervals.

b. Results

FIG. 2. Total number of (a) hits, (b) false alarms, (c) missed events, and (d) correct negatives, as well as the aggregate (e) bias, (f) POD,
(g) FAR, and (h) ETS as a function of radius of influence (km) based on 24-h forecasts of 1-h accumulated precipitation over all 269
forecasts for the 1.0 mm h21 event threshold. (i)–(p) As in (a)–(h), but for the 10.0 mm h21 event threshold. Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals.
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Total hits, misses, false alarms, and correct negatives
over all 269 twenty-four-h forecasts of 1-h accumulated

precipitation (Figs. 2a–d and 2i–l) confirmed Eqs. (6)–(9)
and Table 3, including expectations that misses and false
alarms may not monotonically vary with r using NM
definitions (Figs. 2b,c). Biases varied little with r under
NM and C10’s definitions, while MS15’s approach yielded
biases  1 (Figs. 2e,m and 3a–c) that decreased with
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FIG. 3. (a)–(c) Bias, (d)–(f) POD, (g)–(i) FAR, and (j)–(l) ETS aggregated over all 269 forecasts as a function of
forecast hour for 1-h precipitation accumulation event thresholds of (left) 0.25, (center) 1.0, and (right) 10.0 mm h21
computed with various contingency table definitions. Statistics computed with NM, C10’s, and MS15’s criteria used
r 5 50 km, and error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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4. Summary
This paper applied three variations of populating
neighborhood-based 2 3 2 contingency tables to deterministic 3-km forecasts and revealed statistically significant differences regarding forecast quality. Of the three
flavors, C10’s method appeared too lenient and MS15’s

too harsh, while the NM approach offered a compromise
between the other two, produced expected behaviors as
neighborhoods enlarged, and used consistent event
definitions that required searching both forecast and
observed neighborhoods to populate all contingency
table quadrants. However, the primary drawback of the
NM approach is potentially inflated FARs.
Overall, these findings indicate neighborhood-based
contingency tables should be carefully populated to ensure forecasts are fairly evaluated and forecast verification metrics vary intuitively with r. Additionally, model
intercomparisons examining neighborhood-based contingency table metrics must ensure common definitions are
used across all forecast sets.
Although each method discussed here has limitations,
of the three, the NM criteria are probably most appropriate, as they have consistent event definitions and yield
well-behaved metrics. But, ultimately, regardless of how
neighborhood-based contingency tables are filled, including with other potential definitions not discussed here,
authors should explicitly state their contingency table
definitions to foster clarity and interpretation of results.
Acknowledgments. Thanks to Morris Weisman and
Ryan Sobash (NCAR/MMM) for internally reviewing
this manuscript and Elizabeth Ebert and three anonymous reviewers for their comments. This work was
partially supported by the Short Term Explicit Prediction (STEP) program.
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